Abstract: We present a method for studying amplification of electromagnetic modes in active, circularly symmetric waveguides with hyperbolic dispersion. Using this method, we obtain a closed-form expression for the modal threshold condition. We find that modal amplification is possible in a region of the radius-wavelength phase-space with small enough radius so that propagation of the mode is permitted while modal energy and phase counter-propagate. At telecommunication frequencies, such a situation is achievable only when the absolute value of the real metal permittivity exceeds that of the active dielectric. We validate our theoretical conclusions with numerical simulations that explain the threshold condition in terms of an energy balance between the longitudinal and radial components of the electric field. 
Introduction
Optical metamaterials (MMs) enable control of propagating electromagnetic (EM) energy beyond that allowed by natural materials and unachievable technologically even fifteen years ago. Possibilities enabled by MMs include focusing and imaging beyond the diffraction limit [1, 2] counter propagating phase and energy, leading to opposite Cherenkov radiation and Doppler shifts [3] , and last but not least, invisibility cloaking [4] . While all of these effects are tantalizing in ideal systems, realistic applications of MMs suffer from the inherent problem of dissipative losses. MMs generally also require both electrical and magnetic resonances to achieve their unique properties. While the use of hyperbolic MMs (HMMs) circumvents the requirement for magnetic resonances [5, 6] , the problem of dissipative losses remains. Therefore, the theoretical understanding and experimental demonstration of lossless, or even amplified, EM wave propagation through HMMs is crucial to the continued development of nanophotonics generally and MMs in particular [7] .
Amplification of propagating EM waves at ~730nm was shown experimentally in subwavelength thickness, dye-loaded fishnet structures, using a transient pump-probe technique [8] . Further theoretical work showed the possibility for amplification at the same wavelength of propagating EM waves in metal-dielectric layers exhibiting hyperbolic dispersion [9, 10] . These works used an organic dye under saturation as the dielectric layer to provide gain in an infinite transverse planar geometry. Improvements in sub-diffraction-limited focusing by a hyper-grating incorporating the dye were predicted to be on the order of 100% while the appearance of convective instabilities was also considered [9, 10] .
In the technologically important near-infrared (NIR) telecommunication windows (1.30μm and 1.55μm), amplification of EM waves propagating through HMMs remains a problem to be solved. This is partly due to the challenge of integrating distinct materials offering metallic response and optical gain in this frequency range. Moreover, it has been unclear whether amplification is indeed possible in NIR HMMs because organic dyes, useful for amplification in the visible regime are unavailable in the NIR [7] . However, inorganic semiconductors, especially III-V compounds, which replace dyes as active media in the NIR, offer the most practical means of achieving electrically-controlled and mass-producible HMM amplifiers.
Herein we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first theoretical proof that amplification is indeed possible in HMMs at telecommunication frequencies. We derive a closed-form expression for the region in the radius-wavelength phase-space in which modal energy is amplified in a circularly symmetric waveguide. We then confirm this derivation numerically by studying the energy balance between different components of the electric field of the propagating mode.
We first introduce the waveguide under study and recall, for self-consistency, previous work on the effective permittivity tensor for a composite material consisting of deeply subwavelength layers (Section 2). In Section 3 we investigate the requirements for active components of the effective permittivity tensor for different relative values of the real permittivities of the constituent metal and dielectric. We then investigate in Section 4 the necessary and sufficient conditions for modal amplification. In Section 5, we discuss our results, and relax several assumptions by accounting for more realistic claddings and spatial non-locality.
Effective anisotropy
Consider a structure composed of a periodic sequence of two distinct materials, as in Fig.  1(a) . If the layer thicknesses are much smaller than the wavelength of a mode propagating in the structure, then the structure may be described equivalently as a bulk medium with anisotropic electromagnetic response [11] [12] [13] . The anisotropy is expressed by an effective permittivity tensor with elements perpendicular and parallel to the optical axis of the bulk medium, which in Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the z-direction. The perpendicular permittivity element arises if we consider the spatially averaged electric displacement xy D in the x-y plane, which may be written as 1 Because ε 1 and ε 2 are generally complex-valued, frequency-dependent quantities, the effective permittivities may generally be expressed as
where ω and k are the temporal and spatial frequencies, respectively. The temporal dispersion arises from that of the constituent materials, whereas the spatial dispersion accounts for nonlocal effects, such as the finite period of the structure and electron quantization in thin layers [14] [15] [16] . Accounting for these effects is important for precise quantitative prediction of amplification properties, as we discuss in Section 5, where we compare results based on local and non-local effective medium theory (EMT). In the immediately following treatment, we use Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6) directly.
Requirements for active effective anisotropy
Amplification of propagating or standing waves requires that one of the constituent materials have optical gain, which is described phenomenologically by the imaginary part of the permittivity. Supposing material 1 and 2 to be metal and dielectric, respectively, and using the convention of exp[-i(ωt-kz)] for temporal and spatial harmonic dependence, the permittivity of the dissipative layer is written as
while that of the active layer is
The physical origin of the negative imaginary permittivity of Eq. (3.2) rests in a population inversion of the electronic states of the dielectric. For the inorganic semiconductors considered in this paper, population inversion refers to a system in which the density of electrons in the conduction band exceeds the density of holes in the valence bands. To achieve this non-equilibrium regime, the system requires injection of external energy, either through optical or electrical means. A great advantage of inorganic semiconductors over dye molecules as a gain media is the ease with which the material may be controllably doped for the formation of heterostructures suitable for electronic injection devices. The population inversion is directly proportional to the material gain coefficient, g, the latter being related to the negative imaginary permittivity of Eq. (3.2) by The microscopic origins of material gain in inorganic semiconductors is discussed extensively in [17] . For this work we calculate Eq. (3.3) according to [18] exactly, adding the dependence of the polarization of the EM field in the transition matrix element to account for emission coupling to transverse-magnetic (TM) modes.
To examine the requirements for active effective permittivites with notational clarity, we rewrite Eqs. where, for clarity, we have invoked the assumption that t 1 = t 2 . We discuss relaxation of this assumption in Section 5. Similarly, we can substitute Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) into Eq. (2.6) to obtain, after some algebra, (
Using Eqs. (3.6)-(3.9), we now investigate possible situations where the imaginary effective permittivities may become positive.
Case I: A C

<
When |A|<C, representative of, for example, a transparent conducting oxide and semiconductor at telecommunication frequencies, it follows trivially from Eq. Examination of (3.10) shows that || 0
), which is always true for A<0, and examination of (3.11) shows that || 0 ε ′′ < requires |D|(
For an epsilon-nearzero metal, this leads to the requirement that |D|B > C 2 , which necessitates unphysical gain. Hence for A<0 and |A|<C, an active effective permittivity tensor element is only possible in the direction orthogonal to the optical axis, and requires constituent materials with extremely favorable properties.
Recent experiments have demonstrated that aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) behaves as a metal in the near-infrared, with properties heavily dependent upon the aluminum concentration [19, 20] . AZO is attractive amongst several transparent conducting oxides for NIR plasmonics, due to its low loss, an order of magnitude lower than that of silver around λ = 1550nm [21] .
Indium gallium arsenide phosphide (InGaAsP) is a thoroughly studied compound semiconductor with a bandgap energy dependent upon the alloy composition. By proper tuning of the constituent elements in AZO and InGaAsP, the spectral regions wherein InGaAsP may undergo population inversion and where AZO/InGaAsP form a composite exhibiting hyperbolic dispersion may overlap.
Figure 2(a) shows such a region at a practically achievable carrier density of N = 5x10 18 cm −3 for an effective medium with a filling fraction (fill) of 0.5, where fill = t 1 /(t 1 + t 2 ). We have calculated the frequency dependent complex permittivities of AZO and In 0.564 Ga 0.436 As 0.933 P 0.431 quantum wells using data from [22] , and [17, 18] , respectively, all at room temperature. Hyperbolic dispersion begins at the zero crossing of || ε ′ , which according to Eq. (3.10) occurs when A = 0, i.e., when the real permittivity of AZO is zero, at λ = 1.43μm. The carrier density dependence of the imaginary permittivity of InGaAsP corresponds to a pump-dependent medium. III-V semiconductors are particularly attractive in this regard because they are amenable to electronic injection of carriers, unlike the dye-based active HMMs explored in the visible regime. The emission edge of the InGaAsP is clearly visible in Fig. 2(a) , near 1.62μm where ε ⊥ ′′ quickly drops in magnitude. For this carrier density, ε ⊥ ′′ remains positive, however, necessitating higher pumping levels to achieve an active effective medium. , we obtain ε ⊥ ′′ minima of −0.0292, −0.0586, −0.0609, respectively. Thus, in principle a periodic structure of AZO/InGaAsP may behave as an active media in the direction transverse to the optical axis. However, such a property requires enormously high optical gain, |D| > 0.300 ≈6,500cm −1 at λ = 1.55μm, that is extremely difficult to achieve in practice. For |A|>C, it follows that || 0 ε ′ > always, and that || 0 ε ′′ < requires DA 2 <BC 2 which is always true when D<0. Hence, the permittivity tensor elements perpendicular and parallel to the optical axis inherit the behaviors of the constituent metal and dielectric layers, respectively, when |A|>C, and therefore the condition for an active effective permittivity tensor element is |A|>C. This conclusion is reached from a different method and offers a different interpretation of the results of [23] that long propagation lengths in surface plasmon-polariton waveguides requires noble metals, rather than transparent conducting oxides. Noble metals exhibit losses greater than those of TCOs at telecommunication frequencies, but also have much larger real permittivities. Hence this should lead to active medium behavior in the direction parallel to the optical axis, so long as D<0. Figure 3 shows such behavior for a composite medium composed of silver and InGaAsP, where the complex silver permittivity is based on [24] . At carrier densities sufficient for population inversion of the InGaAsP quantum wells, we observe that the permittivity tensor parallel to the optical axis is negative. Moreover, compared to the AZO/InGaAsP example of Case I, the imaginary part of the active permittivity element is an order of magnitude larger. Hence, the approximation Eq. (3.13) is numerically verified, as is the conclusion that || 0 ε ′′ < . 
Case III: A C
≈
When the magnitude of A and C are nearly equal, ε ⊥ ′ approaches zero, and 0 ε ⊥ ′′ < if and only if |D|>B. Again this requires extremely small metal loss or large dielectric optical gain. For the permittivity element parallel to the optical axis, the condition of |A|~C leads to the approximations of This condition is the most difficult to achieve practically at telecommunication frequencies because the constituent materials are not readily available. For example all semiconductors that can provide optical gain in the NIR have C on the order of 10.
Requirements for modal amplification
In the previous section we have established that the presence of optical gain in a periodic sequence of metal and dielectric layers with deeply subwavelength thickness enables active response parallel to the optical axis so long as D<0, and may enable active response perpendicular to the optical axis for very large |D|. While an active medium is a necessary condition for modal amplification, it is not sufficient. The energy added to the electric field component in the direction of the active permittivity must be sufficient to offset the energy lost in the direction of the dissipative permittivity. Therefore the relative strength of the field components must be considered.
For propagation in the z-direction of Fig. 1 , the modal loss is characterized by the imaginary part of the modal effective index, where, generally, the effective index is ( ) which clearly grows with decreasing waveguide radius and has neither lower or upper cutoff radii. The imaginary index is
which also grows with decreasing radius if EH>|F||G|. Generally H>|F |and E~|G| such that . The change of the real effective index with increasing optical gain is imperceptible, while the change of the imaginary index is extremely small. The weak variation with optical gain results from the fact that the TM01 mode has a strong z-component to its electric field. While 
Setting the two terms in the numerator of Eq. (4.9) equal to each other, we may solve for the cutoff radius and for several N values, respectively. The minimum threshold radius occurs near the emission edge of InGaAsP, and decreases towards zero with increasing optical gain. The zero-radius threshold corresponds to |E||H|>FG at which point Eq. (4.14) becomes purely imaginary. The phase-space regions to the red of the emission edge of InGaAsP are a result of using the absolute value of H in (4.12)and should not be considered for amplification. Based on this result, it is clear that amplification at telecommunication frequencies requires the negative root of Eq. (4.2). Physically, this corresponds to counter propagating directions of the phase and energy.
The behavior of higher order modes is similar to that of TM01. Per Eqs. (4.11) and (4.14), the cutoff and threshold radii increase with mode order. The absolute area of the amplification phase-space also increases with mode order, as seen in Fig. 5(c) , where the TM02 and TM03 are plotted alongside TM01 of Fig. 5(a) . Note that the overlap of the threshold phase-space of the higher order modes with the TM01 is quite small, indicating the possibility for singlemode, low noise, amplification. 
Discussion
Relaxation of the simplifying assumption that t 1 = t 2 adds an additional degree of freedom to threshold gain considerations. Intuitively, reducing the fill factor of the periodic structure would reduce the dissipative contribution of the metal to the permittivity tensor and, for D<0, reduce the threshold radius compared to fill = 0.5. Reduction of the metal content, however, also increases, for Case I and II, respectively, || This has the consequence of red-shifting the peak of complimentary permittivities. For Case II above, the most promising for achieving amplification, the active permittivity for arbitrary filling fractions is ( ) ( ) Relaxation of the PEC cladding assumption results in additional losses, either due to radiation or dissipation for a real metal cladding. Real metal claddings minimize radiation loss compared to dielectric claddings at the expense of increased dissipation. For non-PEC claddings, the closed form expressions for the cutoff and threshold radii, Eqs. (4.11) and (4.14), no longer hold because the radial wavenumber κ (pq) is no longer simply proportional to the zeros of the Bessel function of the first kind.
In Fig. 7 , we compare the effective index of the TM01 mode for Ag/InGaAsP waveguides with PEC and Ag claddings, calculated with FEM. The Ag cladding leads to a smaller cutoff radius, compared to the PEC cladding. However, the threshold radius decreases compared to the PEC, leading to an almost negligible change in the range of radii supporting amplification of the TM01 mode. This rather non-intuitive behavior may be understood to arise from the fact that the negative index waveguide is the antithesis of a dielectric waveguide. While the threshold radii of dielectric guides increases with more loss channels, the threshold radius of the Ag/InGaAsP waveguide decreases with increased losses. For waveguides clad with metals of finite conductivity, Eq. (5.3) becomes Relaxation of the local-EMT assumption by including the non-local correction to the effective permittivities [16] results in an amplification phase-space dependent upon the constituent layer thicknesses. As the layer thickness increases, the local-EMT approximation worsens, as indicated by Fig. 8 , where non-locally corrected threshold radii are plotted alongside the local-EMT threshold of Fig. 5(a) . The results resemble the comparison between the fundamental and higher order modes of Fig. 5(c) , and clearly show that amplification phase-spaces with comparable areas exist when non-locality is taken into account. 
Conclusion
We have shown theoretically that amplification of waveguide modes exhibiting hyperbolic dispersion is feasible at telecommunication frequencies. For practically achievable optical gain levels, amplification requires that the constituent metal have a larger absolute real permittivity relative to the constituent dielectric. Furthermore, the waveguide radius must be sufficiently small such that the negative index mode propagates, while being sufficiently large such that the radial component electric field does not overwhelm the longitudinal component. While arriving at our results for waveguides with PEC cladding in the local-EMT approximation, we have shown that our theoretical results apply equally well when accounting for real claddings and spatial non-locality. Initial experiments could include proof-of-concept amplification of modes exhibiting hyperbolic dispersion in waveguides consisting of noble metals and III-V semiconductors. More advanced work includes increasing resolution of hyperlenses and fidelity of optical cloaks using optical gain based on these proof-of-concept experiments. Additionally, this work demonstrates that active waveguides may support guided modes at telecommunication frequencies to arbitrarily small transverse dimensions, limited only by fabrication technologies.
